Speaker/Vice Speaker Open Forum Procedures

The Speaker/Vice Speaker Open Forum is an opportunity for candidates to campaign and members to interact with speaker and vice speaker candidates prior to election during the Annual Governance and House of Delegates Meeting. All candidates for speaker and vice speaker will be expected to participate in the Speaker/Vice Speaker Open Forum during the ASRT Annual Governance and House of Delegates Meeting.

- ASRT Board chairman will serve as the open forum moderator.
- The open forum moderator will select the questions from those submitted.
- Each candidate will have two minutes to present a verbal introduction and candidate statement. Due to logistics, candidates will not be allowed to use a PowerPoint presentation as part of this statement.
- Speaker candidates will respond to first question. Vice speaker candidates will respond to second question. Question rotation between the two offices will continue in this manner.
  - Each candidate for speaker will have one minute to respond to each question posed to speaker candidates.
  - Each candidate for vice speaker will have one minute to respond to each question posed to vice speaker candidates.
- Order of questions will be rotated among the candidates.